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For reflection:  The worst sin toward our fellow creatures is not to hate them, but to be indifferent to 
them: that's the essence of inhumanity.  George Bernard Shaw   
 
Hebrew Scripture Reading:  Psalm 150 
Praise the LORD! Praise God in his sanctuary; praise him in his mighty firmament!  
Praise him for his mighty deeds; praise him according to his surpassing greatness!  
Praise him with trumpet sound; praise him with lute and harp!  
Praise him with tambourine and dance; praise him with strings and pipe!  
Praise him with clanging cymbals; praise him with loud clashing cymbals!  
Let everything that breathes praise the LORD! Praise the LORD!  
 
The portion of St. Paul's letter to the church at Rome seemed apropos for the beginning of our 
programming year as we continue to focus on our mission and ministry theme of loving our neighbor.  
Let us listen.   
 
Epistle Reading:  Romans 13:8-14  
Owe no one anything, except to love one another; for the one who loves another has fulfilled the law. 
The commandments, “You shall not commit adultery; You shall not murder; You shall not steal; You shall 
not covet”; and any other commandment, are summed up in this word, “Love your neighbor as 
yourself.” Love does no wrong to a neighbor; therefore, love is the fulfilling of the law.  
 

Besides this, you know what time it is, how it is now the moment for you to wake from sleep. For 
salvation is nearer to us now than when we became believers; the night is far gone, the day is near. Let 
us then lay aside the works of darkness and put on the armor of light; let us live honorably as in the day, 
not in reveling and drunkenness, not in debauchery and licentiousness, not in quarreling and jealousy. 
Instead, put on the Lord Jesus Christ, and make no provision for the flesh, to gratify its desires.  
 
Sermon:   Neighbor: The Verb 

Most of us have pet peeves about how the English language is used or not used.   Southerners 
laugh at Northerners tendency to misuse "y'all."   Once upon a time, "ain't" drove adults to distraction.  
One of my seminary professors downgraded work for split infinitives as though they were as bad as 
theological or translation weakness.    The ban on using a preposition to end a sentence may be ending, 
at least in speech, as opposed to writing.   We all bemoan what texting is doing to language, spelling and 
handwriting.   My personal bugaboo is taking a perfectly fine noun and making a verb out of it.  I go to 
Fellowship Hall every week, but you won't ever hear me say, "I am 'fellowshipping.'"   And, as for 
"interfacing" – (shudder) – not in this lifetime.   

“Love your neighbor as yourself.” Love does no wrong to a neighbor; therefore, love is the 
fulfilling of the law..."  Imagine my dismay, when, as I studied the text this week,  I began to think that, 
at least for a while, to enhance our understanding and doing, we might need to consider "neighbor" as a 
verb.   
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Paul wasn't the first person to pluck this text from Jesus' teaching, and he certainly wasn't the 
last.   We like it.  It has warm fuzzy words like "neighbor" and "love".  As the sayings of Jesus go, it's an 
easy one – nothing hard about it –hah! –unless we are talking about embracing it and doing it.  

Typically, we think first of neighbors as those who live near us in apartments or neighborhoods.   
As we mature and our education increases, we start to include people who don't look like we do; who 
don't worship as we do; who don't share our language or values; don't vote like we do; or think like we 
do—all in the category of neighbor.  While Scripture may have other categories of difference, it also uses 
"neighbor" to mean "the human family.”  That's a lot of neighbors and a lot of difference--the teeming 
mass of humanity.     

Our other favorite word in this text is "love" which all too often we read and think of as "luuv.”  
We overuse it, as well as all its "heart-y" emojis.  Today, we tend to sloppily interpret love, not just 
scriptural love, to mean a warm, squishy feeling; an acceptance of all things, people, actions and values 
as being equal and appropriate; that requires an abandonment of judgement, and us to discard our own 
or any practices of religion, culture, ethnic heritage, or values in the name of love, masquerading as 
some bland acceptance.  We tend to forget that love is a verb; and that love can be work, as any spouse, 
parent or child can tell us.  We tend to forget that love has and sets boundaries and is best-used for the 
building up of all people and helping one another live out our created goodness.       

When we think of Jesus’ commandment to "love our neighbors,” we have to consider it one of 
his harder sayings.  Taken together—“love” and "all of humanity”—commandment can seem an 
impossible, overwhelming charge.   No wonder we give up or give it lip service.   

This year, as a congregation, we are striving to expand our understanding and fulfilling of the 
commandment.  Perhaps we might begin by rebooting "neighbor" as a verb, so that perhaps in fresh 
ways, we can articulate what we are being asked to do and find ways to do it that are concrete;  that let 
us see what we have accomplished and help us to grow and be joyful rather than overwhelmed.    

I suggest we think of what it means "to neighbor" as consistent with Jesus' affirmation of the 
Samaritan who aided the man beaten by robbers, who was a neighbor in action, rather than focus on 
the neighbor who was injured.      

This week, Jackie Meyer brought an article from Time magazine to use as a devotion at the 
Worship and Spiritual Life Meeting.  Susanna Shrobsdorff wrote "It takes a disaster to remind us of our 
common humanity."  She recalled the endless images of rescue in Houston—people of all colors, all 
native languages, all naturalization status  rescuing strangers, comforting strangers, risking their lives for 
strangers who looked nothing like them.  No one asked the other how they voted, if they had a green 
card, were they a dreamer …  Even the current crop of hardened press corps laid down cameras and 
recorders to hand the fragile elderly to safety—looping  scenes of people acting as neighbors, rather 
than deciding if the person in need in front of them was a neighbor 

Schrobsdorff suggested that we are watching those scenes of neighboring over and over again 
to remind ourselves of what is good about people in a hard year of learning mostly the evil we are 
capable of.   She fears that once the crisis is past we will forget our common humanity and fall back into 
old ways of judgement, especially as scrabbling begins for insurance and recovery funds, and arguments 
about what should be rebuilt, how and where, poor civic planning, corporate responsibility and climate 
change heat up again.  

Then she reports the work of Dr. James Doty, a neurosurgeon who founded Stanford 
University's Center for Compassion and Altruism Research and Education.  He reports that "empathy is 
hardwired into our brains."   When we take care of someone, when we do good for another, the 
pleasure centers of our brain light up.   He argues that the capacity to have and express empathy is and 
evolutionary development.  In hunter-gathering societies, if one person was in pain, the whole 
community was at risk.   So this whole teeming mass of humanity learned to respond to someone who 
was suffering.   We have that in common with all people.  And remembering that is the beginning of 
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Doty's suggestion for strengthening our compassionate response to others.  Like the other parts of our 
brain, we can exercise our compassion response, by neighboring.   

We begin by listing the things we have in common with someone.   We can start with people we 
are related to, know or otherwise encounter.   For example:  Do they have children like we do?  Are they 
worried about retirement? Are they taking care of elderly parents?  Do they do the same work we do or 
are they worried about a job?   Are they the same gender?  Did they go to the same high school or 
college?   Begin the exercise by choosing at least three people this week – not all of them being people 
we live with – be bold – choose one person with whom you are in regular disagreement -- and list 
everything you have in common with them.  No item is too small.    How many people have the same 
kind of pet you do or are SU fans?  Make it a game.  See how long you can make the list.   

Let's pay particular attention when we have a disagreement with someone.  Whenever I 
disagree with someone about something here at church, I have trained myself that the very first thing I 
think is "they love this church."    I don't have to think about it anymore – it's hardwired – and it makes a 
difference in the tenor the conversation.  When we encounter the impatient person in the store, we 
might ask ourselves if they aren't feeling well and remember we can be crabby when we don't feel well.  
When we see someone who is rebuilding a home in a flood plain, ask ourselves what we would do if we 
were asked to leave the place where we raise our children, where we have built community, where we 
have collected treasures and mementoes.   When we see someone angry at others who have jobs when 
they don't, let's remember that they too have families to support, needs for home and food and 
pleasure.   

The goal is not to erase difference.  The goal is not to excuse behaviors that damage others.  The 
goal is not to endorse irresponsibility.   The goal is not to lock us into a status quo without practice or 
policy changes if they are needed.  The goal is to lay the foundation of our common humanity.    

The first act of neighboring is to think differently about others in relation to ourselves.  The first 
act of neighboring is to acknowledge the dignity to which each human being is entitled—the same 
dignity we assume for ourselves.   

The next step is to list for ourselves—this isn't for anyone else—it’s not a brag list—list for 
ourselves—every neighborly act we do in a month.   Write it down daily.  Share a meal.  Smile at a 
stranger.  Help someone with their groceries.  Hold a door.   Let someone into traffic.   Call someone 
who lives alone.   Say a prayer for someone else.  Welcome someone new at school or work and invite 
them to join your group for a meal.  Help clean up after fellowship or next Sunday's brunch even if you 
are not on the committee.  Visit someone in the hospital.    Again, nothing is too small to go on the list. 

Add to the list community service you are currently doing – meals on wheels, being a scout 
leader; where you go and what you do on Church in the World Sunday.   

The goal is not to assure ourselves we have done all we can do or more than our share.    The 
goal is to remember that whenever part of the community suffers, the whole community is at risk.  The 
goal is to strengthen our neighboring muscles so that we respond all the time without waiting for a 
crisis.   The goal is to remind ourselves of what is good in the world, including us and to light and relight 
the pleasure centers of our brain.  The goal is to experience our created goodness as well as that of 
those we encounter.   The goal is to so hard-wire our compassionate response that those neurons fire, 
our hands move and our hearts care – even in disagreement, even when we are afraid or disappointed. 
The goal is for us to experience again and again that neighboring is not an onerous task but one of the 
joy-filled opportunities and commitment of our faith.   

From there, we will find it easier than we might imagine to extend our neighboring farther and 
farther into the world, being the people we have been created and re-created in Christ to be.  This year, 
let's neighbor – as individuals and a community for our sakes and for the sake of the whole world.    

 


